
 

 

 

HAMP REPORTING UPDATE          
                   September 25, 2012 

 

HAMP Reporting Updates 

On Monday, October 1, the HAMP Reporting Tool will be updated to remove LIR-236 from HAMP Loan Setup and 
replaced with LIR-608; LIR-236 will continue to apply to RD-HAMP and FHA-HAMP. LIR-608 will only apply to HAMP 
Loan Setup. The update is being made in order to specifically calculate the debt-to-income (DTI) ratio related to loans 
secured by owner occupied vs. loans secured by non-owner occupied properties. 

  
LIR-236: The difference between the submitted Front End DTI Before Modification and the system calculated Front End 
DTI Before Modification must be less than or equal to 1%. 

  
LIR-608: The difference between the submitted Front Ratio Before Modification (DD77) and the system calculated Front 
Ratio Before Modification must be less than or equal to 1%. 
 

Front Ratio Before Modification calculation for Owner Occupied Properties: 
Monthly Housing Expense Before Modification (DD113) / Monthly Gross Income (DD110) 

 
Front Ratio Before Modification calculation for Non-Owner Occupied Properties: 
(Primary Residence Total Housing Expense Amount (DD958) plus absolute value of subject property net rental 
loss before modification, if any)) / (Monthly Gross Income (DD110) + plus subject property positive net rental 
income before modification, if any) 
Round to the nearest .0000001 

 
Subject property net rental income/loss before modification is calculated as follows: 
(Gross Rental Income (DD956) * 75%) - Monthly Housing Expense Before Modification (DD113) 
  

In addition, the implementation of the following rules will be updated to address certain issues that some servicers have 
been encountering: 

  
LIR-435, OMR-119, ADE-509, ADE-510, ADE-661, ADE-662, ADE-663, ADE-643, ADE-644, ADE-646.  

 
Please refer to the Data Dictionary for detailed rule information. 
 
The HAMP Reporting Tool with the updates will be available Monday morning.  

  
 
Questions? 
Email the HAMP Solution Center or call 1-866-939-4469; to reach Lender Processing Services, Inc. (LPS), select option 
1, and then select option 5. You may also contact your HAMP Servicer Integration Team (SIT) Lead or your reporting 
analyst for support. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This message was sent via e-mail on the date indicated at the top to servicer representatives registered for the Making Home Affordable Program. 
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